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MSEA 1230 
19th C Shan knife with elephant ivory hilt, silver ferrule and silver-clad wooden sheath. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $250.00 
Insured value   $400.00 
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MSEA 1232 
Small 19th C Shan knife with elephant ivory hilt, Silver ferrule and silver-clad wooden sheath. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $135.00 
Insured value   $350.00 
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MSEA 1233 
19th C Thai/Lao knife with elephant ivory hilt, silver ferrule and silver-clad wooden sheath. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $96.00 
Insured value   $325.00 
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MSEA 1235 
Very small Thai priest knife with elephant ivory hilt, small silver ferrule and laminated steel blade in bone sheath with silver mounts. 
Comes with red cloth drawstring pouch. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $55.00 
Insured value   $125.00 
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B.			Other	Knives	and	Swords	(14	items)	
 
IND 1038 
Early 19th C Indo-Persian karud or choora with elephant or walrus (?) ivory hilt scales in a brass mounted wooden scabbard. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $185.00 
Insured value   $375.00 
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INDO 1098 
19th C siwar from Aceh with elephant ivory hilt in a translucent scabbard made from albino water buffalo horn. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $128.00 
Insured value   $250.00 
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MOR 1117 
Late 19th C Tausug kris w/silver wrapped hilt and ivory (? Dugong) pommel in 1960s scabbard decorated with MOP and buffalo horn. 
[Pommel might be elephant ivory as there is some suggestion of Schreger lines on the cross-sectional surface.] 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $560.00 
Insured value   $1,250.00 
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MSEA 1105 
Massive 19th C Burmese dha with elephant tusk hilt and silver mounts. Old koftgari work along the spine of the blade and at forte. 
Sometimes called an “elephant dha”. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $478.89 
Insured value   $1,200.00 
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MSEA 1236 
19th C Thai/Lao daab having a handle of elephant ivory, a pommel of bone (cap detached), and silver ferrule, accompanied by a 
wooden scabbard with silver mounts. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $223.50 
Insured value   $350.00 
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MSEA 1238 
Late 19th C large Lao daab having an elephant tusk hilt and heavy silver mounts to both hilt and scabbard. 
Cost to purchase (declared value)   $247.89 
Insured value   $500.00 
 

 


